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Fast, seamless

embedded

finance

Weavr supercharges revenue and customer experience with embeddable financial products for digital businesses. Complete solutions with built-in control and compliance mean you can launch easily and scale safely.
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Embeddable solutions with complete control

	
Add financial features to your non-financial application


Your game-changing features attract more users without upping marketing spend.




	
Take your SaaS product to the next level


Be an early adopter to gain significant competitive advantage.




	
Launch and scale within a proven compliance model


Complete solutions mean you can launch faster, safe in the knowledge the regulatory aspects are taken care of. 
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Financial services that 2x your revenue



	
Unlock a smarter approach to accounts payable


Embed bulk payments into your application. Transform payment runs and make your software the hero.




	
Supercharge engagement with HR, benefits and expenses


Put secure payment capabilities in the hands of the business users in your application and radically improve satisfaction.




	
Delight users with financial features at the point of need


Design smarter UX that surfaces finance where customers need it, delivering rich and truly seamless experiences.
















If you are Apple-like obsessed with your customer experience and brand, then the only choice is embedded finance that is truly seamless 
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Alex Mifsud

Co-founder and CEO at Weavr





Learn more








Plug-and-play financial solutions that give your software superpowers

	
Ready-made solutions


Our plug-ins bring together everything you need to embed finance without having to factor in expensive build time, sourcing suppliers or managing complex processes. 




	
No complex coding required


We’ve created plug-ins that are use-case specific for maximum context and we radically simplify implementation with a low-code and intuitive interface. As a result, you avoid the time, cost and testing that comes with building your own solution.




	
Compliance as a Service


There’s no need to apply for your own financial-services licence. We handle compliance, regulation and financial-data security so you can focus on what you do best - building innovation. 






Explore our solutions
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Innovation powered by Weavr's embedded finance engine

Weavr is a framework for combining diverse finance and payments services to create your perfect solution. There is no need for separate integrations or separate contracts — every service is implemented to ensure complete interoperability.

Explore our solutions
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Cards
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Virtual cards

Issue Mastercard virtual cards in real time and in the currency you need (currently GBP, EUR or USD). We support both one-time and multiple-use cards.
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Physical cards

Issue Mastercard contactless plastic cards to your employees or customers - bespoke to match your branding.









Compliance and security
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Embeddable onboarding

Simply style and embed our customer on-boarding widgets and we'll handle document collection and verification. We'll also take care of liveness checks and anti-money-laundering review so that you don't have to.
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Secure UI tools

UI components to integrate sensitive finance-data exchange into your user interface without the burden of PCI DSS security certification.









IBANs
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Instantly generate IBANs

Open IBAN-enabled accounts instantly in GBP and EUR. We support both consumer and business accounts, subject to status.
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Credit transfers 

We support inbound and outbound credit transfers via UK Faster Payments (GBP), plus SEPA (EUR)









Data and reporting
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Interactive data manager

Access and interact with all the financial data your embedded-finance solution generates. Visualisation helps you find and act on the data, while avoiding back-breaking compliance burdens.
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Transaction reporting 

Easily generate and export transaction statements to help with reporting and reconciliation. Send real-time notifications.













Meet the innovators bringing 

embedded finance to life
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"Weavr’s time-to-market cannot be beaten. For a young company that needs to get a product out quickly, there is no better solution. "
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Sebastian Fallert

CEO
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"We were looking for a long-term partner. Besides issuing cards, we loved Weavr’s outlook of what we can do regarding the product in the future."
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Csaba Krümmer

Co-Founder and Co-CEO
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"With Weavr, we got to market much quicker than anticipated. Weavr gave us a cost-effective solution to bring MONET to life in a safe and regulatory-compliant manner."
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Jake Cassons

Founder and CEO














Ready to take the next step?
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Start building
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View our solutions







Discover the topics and trends 

in embedded finance
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12 Feb 2024  • Guides 

How embedded finance boosts revenue for SaaS products

Embedded finance is changing the face of software and perhaps we’re preaching to the converted here, but let’s pretend you’re…
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31 Jan 2024  • Employee benefits 

Club Employés and Weavr collaborate to provide employees with greater choice and control over their benefits

European employee benefits platform, Club Employés, has partnered with embedded finance specialists, Weavr, to power a debit card solution for…
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17 Jan 2024  • B2B payments 

Accounts Payable: platforms that pay and prepare will prevail

How do you continue adding user value to an Accounts Payable (AP) platforms and applications? Its users are typically under…
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20 Dec 2023  • B2B payments 

Solving Shadow IT: do we need to be kinder with SaaS licensing management tools?

Your product is pitched as a cure for the perennial IT headache of Shadow IT. But just bear in mind…
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20 Nov 2023  • B2B payments 

Where accounting software is one big let-down: don’t let Accounts Payable be your weakest link…

Accounting and procurement tools promise the opportunity to wave goodbye to grunt work. However, no matter how slick and innovative…
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13 Nov 2023  • Guides 

What is embedded finance? Here’s the ultimate guide

In this guide, we’ll explore what embedded finance is and the benefits it brings to digital platforms and the people…





 










Find the best
solution for you


I'm a founder
a product leader or manager
a developer
someone else





Looking to talk to an expert on embedded finance
embed finance into expenses management software
embed finance into employee benefits software
embed finance into accounts payable software
embed finance into a SaaS licensing management app
embed payments into a different type of application
understand what embedded finance is
learn more about embedded finance
read about Weavr in the news




Let’s go
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SaaS subscriptions
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What is embedded finance? Here’s the ultimate guide
Let’s go
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Guide

How does embedded finance make you money?

Learn the many ways it can boost revenue.

Download now
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Weavr is the trading name under which Weavr Ltd (company registered in England and Wales with registration number 13433581) and Weavr Europe Ltd., (company incorporated and registered in Malta with company number C98895 whose registered office is at Ardent Business Centre, Triq l-Oratorju, Naxxar NXR 2504 Malta) provide services to legal entities in the UK (Weavr Ltd) and in the EU (Weavr (Europe) Ltd). Weavr Ltd and Weavr Europe Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Paystratus Group Limited, a company registered in England and Wales with registration number 11677111 and registered office at 128 City Road, London EC1V 2NX United Kingdom.


For programmes operating in the European Union, the Payment account and Mastercard cards are issued by Paynetics AD with company address 76A James Bourchier Blvd, 1407 Sofia, Bulgaria, company registration number 131574695. Paynetics AD is an electronic money institution authorised and regulated by the Bulgarian National Bank for the issuance of e-money and provision of payment services in the EU. Weavr (Europe) Ltd is acting on behalf of Paynetics AD, as a registered agent on the territory of the EU member states, and is entered into the public register of e-money institutions’ agents kept by the Bulgarian National Bank.


For programmes operating in the United Kingdom, the Payment Account and Mastercard cards are issued by Paynetics UK, Company number 1248133. Paynetics UK is a wholly owned subsidiary of Paynetics AD with its registered address at 1st Floor, 18 Devonshire Row, London, England, EC2M 4RH. Paynetics UK is an electronic money institution authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (firm reference number 942777) for the issuance of e-money and provision of payment services in the UK. Weavr Ltd is a distributor of Paynetics UK on the territory of the UK.


To ensure your funds are safe, Paynetics AD and Paynetics UK follow a process known as ‘safeguarding’ which is a regulatory requirement for all EMIs. In this process Paynetics AD, respectively Paynetics UK, keeps your money separate from its own (firm) money and places it in a safeguarding account with a Bank.


Electronic Money issued is not covered by any Deposit Guarantee Scheme which is a government backed scheme offering protection to customers’ funds of up to €100,000 in the EU (£85,000 in the UK under the FSCS) per customer. However, in the event of an insolvency, your funds would remain in the safeguarded account at the designated Bank and separated from Paynetics’ accounts and funds. For further details on the safeguarding, visit https://www.paynetics.digital/safeguarding-of-clients-funds/


Paystratus Group Limited provides software and support services to Weavr Ltd and Weavr Europe Ltd. 

Read more







 

 












